










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Bridges, William（1994）Transitions: Making Sense 












This study is intended as a social scientific investigation for as to why Japanese traditional culture 
professional, Nohgakushi have maintained their high-quality performances and survived to this day, with a 
focus on the quantum leap experiences with a view towards examining more heuristic facts based on data.
Their skills and techniques are usually passed down orally from master to student in an apprentice 
system having traditional relationships.  Master has experience as a junior and senior pupil himself.  Their 
skills and techniques are usually passed down orally from master to student in an apprentice system having 
traditional relationships.  Their career path is clearly defined.  Personnel training is by a system based on 
career development.  They used to play special compositions at turning points in their career.  Then they 
work in cooperation with other professionals to obtain opportunities to play those compositions.
I found three peculiarity common points to this case.
1.    There are four common quantum leap experiences of Japanese traditional culture professional, 
Nohgakushi.
2.    Nohgakushi have quantum leap experiences related their career path.
3.    Master leads their disciples while caring experience quantum leap experiences.
Keywords： career, quantum leap experience, Japanese traditional culture professional, Nohgakushi
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